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ABSTRACT _

FLINN, D., 1997. The role of wave diffraction in the formation of St. Ninian's Ayre (Tambala) in Shetland. Scotland.
Journal of Coastal Research, 13(1),202-208. Fort Lauderdale (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

St. Ninian's Ayre (sand tambala), on the south-west coast of Shetland, occurs in an environment of deeply plunging
hard-rock cliffs which enclose the area containing the tombolo so that the maximum fetch of local wind-driven waves
is no more than 2 km. As a result of the presence of the plunging cliffs. there are no adjacent beaches to supply sand
to the tombolo by longshore drift. The sea around St. Ninian's Island, at the seaward end of the tambala. is so deep
that wave refraction in the vicinity is restricted. Thus, the various explanations usually offered for the origin of
tombolos are precluded or incomplete. Satellite image and airphotos show that wave patterns in the vicinity of the
tombolo result from the prevailing ocean swell from the west being diffracted round the island, on either side. As the
sea shallows, the diffracted swell is increasingly modified by refraction, before breaking on either side of the tombolo.
The shorelines on either side of the tombolo are nearly parallel to the crests of the diffracted and refracted swell
derived waves that these break along the length of the tambala at the same instant. Local wind driven waves have
little effect. The tombolo owes its position and shape directly to the diffraction and refraction of the ocean-swell waves
transporting sand from the adjacent sea floor into the area where the waves meet behind the island. Longshore drift
acts only within the confines of the tombolo and matches its shape to that the crests of the waves break over it.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Tombolo, wave pattern" WO/'e refraction, li'O/'e ditli·aetion. plun/,!ing cliffs, Shetland

(Seat/and) coastline.

INTRODUCTION

Since JOHNSON (1919), few geomorphology books have ad

dressed the subject of tambalas; of those that do, few discuss

their origin. A computer search of geoarchives for titles con

taining the word "tambala" found 35 papers of which only 5

discussed origin at any length, and two of these were more

than 20 years old. Most papers mentioning tombolos merely

record their occurrence, listing them with spits and bars, im

plying that the origin proposed for spits and bars is also the

origin of the tambalas (BIRD, 1984).

However, GUILCHER (1958) explained tambalas as due ei

ther to refraction of waves behind an island (if the submarine

contours have an appropriate shape) or by their diffraction

on each side of the island with the deposition of materials at

the meeting point of the two diffracted and weakened sets of

waves, but provided no details. ZENKOVICH (1967) in a study

of spits and bars included a diagram showing a complex

coastline. very like that described below, including a tambala

and a wave pattern resulting from refraction, but omitted the

submarine topography. He mentioned that wave diffraction

may also playa role. KING (1972) mentions wave refraction

and long-shore drift as playing a role but does not specify the

role.

Recent journal literature is no better. Thus SUNAMURA and

MIZUNO (1987) attribute a tombolo to wave "diffraction and

refraction around an island creating a shadow area in which

94024 received and accepted in revision 22 February 1994.

sand accumulates by longshore drift". SCHWARTZ et al. (1989)

state tambalas are "locally oriented in accordance with the

predominant wave and fetch directions"; and BO[)ERE (1973)

attributed the formation of a double tambala in Iceland to

wind from two directions, all without specification of the sub

marine topography or the wave pattern. However, BALLARD

(H)84) includes an airphoto showing the wave pattern in the

neighbourhood of a tambala.

More attention has been paid to tambalas by coastal engi

neers; however, they are concerned with the tambalas formed

behind breakwaters and thus in very shallow conditions rath

er than with naturally formed ones. SAUVAGE DE SAINT

MARC and VINCENT (1955) state that (in translation I "two

phenomena dominate the formation of tambalas: local cur

rents caused, above all, by diffraction which contributes on

the one hand to the lateral transport of sand, on the other to

the creation of a sedimentation front; and a zone of relative

calm in the shadow of the breakwater [island] in which sed

imentation is facilitated". These authors' conclusions are

based on experiments and observations. but they use the

term "diffraction" in an extremely general and nonspecific

way, show no interest in wave patterns, and instead concen

trate on currents. SIIIGEMlJRA et al. (1985) provide another

detailed study involving observation, historical records and

experiment, but no consideration of the wave behaviour in

the neighbourhood of the tambala. They attribute the tambala

to currents caused by waves in the general area, but do not

report the wave patterns. The most important work is that
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Figure 1. Wave refraction round an island with a shelving shore. Sub

marine contours at half and quarter wave lengths. Reflection and dif

fraction effects ignored. After KINSMAN (1965 ).

of KINSMAN (1965); he quotes even earlier works showing in

detail how waves with rectilinear crests can be refracted

round an island with shallow shelving shores to meet "head

on" behind the island to form an environment conducive to

sediment accumulation (Figure 1).

REFRACTION AND DIFFRACTION OF WAVES

Wave diffraction takes place where the advance of waves

is interrupted by a shoreline or breakwater, irrespective of

the depth of water. Wave refraction occurs where waves ad

vance into waters with a depth of less than half a wave

length. The effects of refraction increase with decreasing

depth; at depths of one third of a wave length, they equal

those of diffraction and exceed them at still shallower depths

(SORENSEN, 1978). In waters of less than half a wave length,

the waves lose energy and are slowed so that wave length

decreases and the wave height increases. If the wave crest or

wave front is oblique to the submarine contours, the slowing

results in the wave front rotating towards parallelism with

the contours. In the case of an island with a smoothly shelv

ing underwater floor, the effect of refraction on the waves is

shown schematically (ignoring diffraction and reflection) in

Figure 1 (after KINSMAN (1965)). A wave with an originally

rectilinear crest or wave front is refracted so that the crest

is bent round the island on either side and the wave meets

itself head on, on the far side. If there is a nearby shore be

yond the island on the far side, any longshore drift on that

Figure 2. Wave diffraction and reflection by a breakwater in water deep

er than one half wave length. Black triangles indicate the direction of

advance of the waves.

shore is interrupted by this wave configuration. Seafloor and!

or beach sediment is, thereby, swept into and accumulates in

the zone where the waves meet.

If the island has cliffs plunging to depths greater than half

a wave length, only diffraction takes place and the effects are

entirely dependent on the shape of the shoreline. Figure 2

shows the diffraction effect produced by a breakwater on

waves in water of that depth (SORENSEN, 1978). As it passes

the breakwater, the wave is truncated, and spreads sideways

beyond the truncation point in the form of a wave; its ampli

tude (and energy) decreases away from the truncation point

and a crest line forms an arc of a circle centered on the end

of the breakwater. In the case that the breakwater is an is

land surrounded by deep water, the effect on the waves is

somewhat similar to that shown for refraction in Figure 1;

the waves sweep around the island to intersect on the far

side, but the pattern differs in detail (Figure 3). In coastal

waters of less than half a wave-length depth, both diffraction

and refraction take place; the effects of refraction become in

creasingly noticeable as the water depth decreases below one

third of a wave length. Refraction shortens the wave length

of the waves, thus postponing to some extent its rotational

effect on the wave crest. In the figure published by KINSMAN

(1965), only the effect of refraction is shown. If the diagram

displayed diffraction only, it would be very similar in ap

pearance.

Neither Figure 1 nor Figure 3 take account of wave reflec

tion which in both cases may occur, depending on the steep

ness of the shore where the waves strike. Figure 2 shows how

the waves striking a steep-sided breakwater are reflected and
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Figure 3. Wave diffraction around an island with cliffs plunging to

depths of more than half a wave length. Reflection effects omitted. Open

arrows-direction of advance of waves.

diffracted in a manner symmetrically related to the diffrac

tion of the transmitted waves (centre of symmetry at the end

of the breakwater).

THE SHETlAND COASTLINE

The Shetland Archipelago (Figure 4) is a partially drowned

monadnock-like feature rising from the surrounding floor of

the continental shelf between the north of Scotland.and Nor

way (FLINN, 1969, 1973). The outer parts of the coastline,

forming the boundary of the monadnock, are dominated by

cliffs of fresh crystalline rock plunging directly to the sur

rounding sea floor at depths varying up to about 100 m. How

ever, the gradual drowning of the monadnock by rising sea

level, following the last (Late Devensian) glaciation, has also

created an "inner coastline" of drowned valleys. These valleys

are sheltered from the open ocean, with shallower, more gent

ly shelving sea floor than occurs on the outer coastline facing

the open ocean. This inner coastline, in common with other

recently drowned coastlines (JOHNSON, 1919:Figure 50), is

characterised by the occurrence of spits, bars and barriers as

well as some 50 tombolos (FLINN, 1974). However, on the

outer coast, there are only three tombolos, formed behind is

lands facing the open ocean. One of these, St. Ninian's Ayre,

is the subject of this paper; it is the largest and most spec

tacularly developed of all the Shetland tombolos (Figure 4).

It occurs in an environment of hardrock, plunging cliffs facing

westward to the Atlantic Ocean, with no adjacent beaches to

supply sand by longshore drift. The shape of the adjacent

coastline limits the maximum fetch of local wind driven

waves to no more than two kilometres. The depth of water is

too great for the effects of refraction to be greater than those

of diffraction, except close to the shoreline. Thus, previously

proposed mechanisms of tombolo formation are precluded or
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Figure 4. Tracing from a satellite radar image of the south end of Shet

land. Only the more prominent and well formed waves are shown. A &
B = the geometric centres of waves a & b respectively. Dashed lines are

submarine contours at one quarter (- 55 m) and one third (- 73 m) wave

length depth, from Flinn (1973). Solid arrow-wind direction. Open ar

rows-direction of advance of waves. Wind 350°,18 kts (9.3 m-sec" ; force

5) gusting to 27 kts (13.9 m·sec- 1
; force 6), courtesy Meteorological Office,

Edinburgh. (1) Sumburgh Head; (2) Quendale Bay; (3) Fitful Head ; (4)

St. Ninian's Ayre. EsalEarthnet Seasat 1 SAR image. Orbit 1149, received

UKO 15 Sept. 1978, GMT image centre 8 hr 23 min 24 sec, approximate

scale of photographic representation of the image 1:175,000. Digitally pro

cessed at RAE, U.K. 3rd Dec. 1983. Courtesy National Remote Sensing

Centre Ltd, Farnborough.

their effectiveness minimised, and diffraction acting on the

ocean swell approaching from westward is left to play the

major role.

The great depth of water around Shetland gives rise to a

good example of wave diffraction, shown in Figure 4 and

based on an SLR satellite image of the south end of Shetland.

The figure includes a tracing of the waves visible on the sat

ellite image, with the local weather conditions specified in the

caption. The swell from the open ocean is seen to be ap

proaching from the west-south-west and to be diffracted into

relatively sheltered waters to the east of Shetland. The dif

fracted waves form arcs of circles and have a wave length of

about 220 m (average of a train of 100 waves). The one-quar

ter wave length submarine contour (- 55 m) lies well inshore.

Outside this contour, refraction effects are not detectable on

the image since the diffracted wave crests maintain their cir

cular form and their wave length. Diffraction is the dominant

process in this area.

The geometric centres of the diffracted circular wave fronts

in Figure 4 are displaced progressively from south-west to

north-east as the waves advance to the north and north-east

(Figure 4, points A & B). This displacement of the waves to

the north-east is considered to be due to the fact that from

two hours before the satellite image was taken (and to two

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 13, No.1, 1997
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Figure 5. Tracing from air photos of St . Ninian's Isle-only the more prominent and well formed waves are shown . Submarine contours in metres from

Hydrographic Department fair charts used in FLINN (1973). A to F are the geometric centres of waves a to f respectively. Solid arrow-wind direction.

Wind at 1200 GMT 170°, 11-16 kt s (5.7-8.2 m-sec" : force 4), courtesy Meteorological Office, Edinburgh. (1) sand tombolo and sand beaches. (2) areas of

9 m wave length wind-driven waves . (3) areas of broken water. (4) wave crests traced from airphotos. RAF airphotos 60006, 60007 & 60008, 106GIDYCE

19 Sept. 1944, from 28,200 feet , approximate scale of the airphoto 1:25,000. Time unknown. Copyright Ministry of Defence , see acknowledgements.

hours after), the tidal flow past the south tip of Shetland was

to the east and north-east (according to tidal predictions

(WHITAKER, 1977) and tidal flow charts for Shetland (ANON,

1986)). However, the centers of diffraction lie in deep water,

several kilometres to the south-south-west of Sumburgh

Head and not on the breakwater-like tip of Sumburgh Head.

The explanation for this apparent departure from theory may

be that diffraction takes place at a prominent boundary in

the tidal 'stream, which is very strong in this region.

St. Ninian's Ayre (Tombolo)

St. Ninian's Ayre is a spectacular and well-developed sand

tombolo joining St. Ninian's Isle to Mainland, Shetland (Fig

ure 5). The tombolo is half a kilometre in length and formed

of sand with a median grain size averaging 0.22 mm and a

range of 0.3 to 0.2 mm. The carbonate content averages ca.

50% by volume and the heavy mineral content 0.1% by vol

ume. No systematic variation in these properties was found

to occur between nine sampling stations along the tombolo.

Probings with a hydraulic lance, in the center of the tombolo,

found rock (probably pebbles) at a depth of two metres over

a wide area, but a pit dug in the east end of the tombolo to

exploit the sand commercially disclosed no pebbles or rock to

a depth of 10 m or so below the tombolo surface.

The earliest map of Shetland showing the tombolo is one

made by a local landowner, John Bruce of Whalsay, about

1700 and published in 1745 (OTTENS and OTTENS, 1745). The

earliest accurately surveyed map of the area (THOMAS, 1830)

and the three editions of the Ordnance Survey Maps of the

area (1880, 1900 and 1973) all show the tombolo in the same

place with very similarly shaped high-tide shorelines. For

three hundred years, despite being commonly submerged by

waves during storms and recently supplying large amounts

of sand to local industry, the shape and position of the tom

bolo has not significantly changed.

The swell-derived wave pattern in the neighbourhood of St.

Ninian's Isle on 19th September 1944 is shown by a series of

airphotos that are reasonably clear with a scale of about 1:

25,000. Figure 5 is a tracing of the wave crests and the shore

line and shows the submarine contours, while the caption

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 13, No.1, 1997
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of wave diffraction effects around St. Ni

nian's Isle omitting refraction. Reflection effects also omitted, except in

the area south-east of St. Ninian's Isle, where dashed lines mark the

position of diffracted waves which have not been observed-see text.

Open arrows-direction of advance of waves.

specifies the local weather conditions at the time. Gaps in the

traced wave pattern are .due to a lack of discernible waves on

the airphotos. Waves fail to appear on the airphotos where

the angle of reflection of the light from the sea to the camera

is unfavourable for recording them and where the amplitude

of the waves is very low compared with the wave length. The

latter effect makes the delineation of the incident swell par

ticularly difficult because amplitude varies along the crests

of waves forming swell. It is obvious in Figure 4 that the

incident swell is not formed of such regular waves as the

diffracted swell. The wave pattern close to the shore is also

made difficult to decipher by broken water and by the super

position of short wave length, local wind-driven waves. The

areas of both of these are marked on Figure 5.

When the airphotos were taken, the ocean swell was ap

proaching from the west-south-west (similarly at the time the

satellite image, used in Figure 4, was made); but the domi

nant wave length of the swell was 165 m in the area of deep

water to the west, as measured on several airphotos belong

ing to the same run. The swell became subject to refraction

on crossing the 82 m submarine contour 1 to 2 km west of

the west coast of St. Ninian's Isle (west of Figure 5). The

observed wave length of the swell between St. Ninian's Isle

and Colsay has decreased to about 100 m. However, the true

wave length of incident waves in this region may be greater

than this; the number of visible waves may have been in

creased by waves reflected from the cliffs to the east, which

here plunge to a depth of about 20 m and are capable of re

flecting waves.

Both diffraction and refraction operate within the area cov

ered by Figure 5; the importance of refraction increases rel

ative to diffraction as the sea floor shallows. However, shal

lowing is restricted as the sea floor meets the foot of the cliffs

at a depth of between about 20 and 30 m until far inshore.

Figure 6 provides a diagrammatic representation of the wave

pattern due to diffraction, to be expected if the coastline

plunged everywhere to a depth of greater than half wave

length. This diagram ignores the effects of reflection, except

Flinn

south of St. Ninian's Bay (see below). While this diffraction

pattern depends entirely on the outline of the coast, the re

fraction pattern depends on the shape of the sea floor and

the changing wave length of the waves. The bathymetry is

not known in sufficient detail to enable a refraction pattern

to be predicted, especially near the base of the cliffs where

the water shallows rapidly and the refraction effects are

strongest. However, the difference between the observed

wave pattern shown in Figure 5 and the expected diffraction

pattern shown in Figure 6 is the result of refraction.

The swell entering the channel on the north side of St.

Ninian's Isle is subject to diffraction on entry and becomes

increasingly refracted as it advances. It is noticeable that the

combined effects of diffraction and refraction, together with

further diffraction by a minor headland on St. Ninian's Isle

at the entrance to Bigton Wick, make the channel act as a

wave guide. The wave front is an arc of a circle of radius

between half and three-quarters of a kilometre most of the

way up the channel; the center remains in the centre of the

channel even though the channel is curved. In Bigton Wick

at the end of the channel, the wave length has decreased to

60 m as a result of refraction.

However on the south side of St. Ninian's Isle, the wave

pattern immediately south-east of the island is more difficult

to explain. The waves observed to fill St. Ninian's Bay (wave

length ca. 30 m) and to break on the south side of the tombolo

(Figure 5) are not as sharply developed on the airphotos as

the waves on the north side of the tombolo. They cannot be

detected in the area of local wind-driven waves (wave length

ca. 9 m) to the south, masking the entrance to St. Ninian's

Bay. Their wave length indicates they are derived from the

swell, but whether by diffraction and refraction of the inci

dent swell (solid lines on Figure 6) by Inn Holm or by dif

fraction and refraction of the swell reflected by the cliffs

south of St. Ninian's Bay (dotted lines on Figure 6) or both

is not clear.

Airphotos of the area taken for the Ordnance Survey on

the 17th July 1965 in calmer conditions show a wave pattern

very similar to that presented in Figure 5; however, wave

lengths are very much shorter, and no waves can be dis

cerned within St. Ninian's Bay on the photo.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The local climate is dominated by depressions which

throughout the year cross the area from south-west to north

east. They generate winds which over the years blow rather

equably from all the points of the compass, though changing

direction rapidly with time. As measured in Shetland over 40

years up to 1960, the winds blew from the south, south-west

and west 52% of the time (expected uniform % == 37.5), and

from each of the other five points of the compass between 6

and 13% of the time (expected uniform % == 12.5), though the

form of the monthly average wind-rose varied significantly

from month to month CANON, 1960). Similar results were ob

tained from a wave-measuring buoy (DB3) sited 87 km to the

WNW of St. Ninian's Isle in waters with a depth of 184 m

during the years 1985-1988 (MAREX, 1992). Averaged over

this period, the wind blew from the south-westerly quadrant

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 13, No.1, 1997
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45'; of the t.ime instead of the expected uniform value of

37.5(; and from each of the other five points betwee-n 7 and

12'!r of the time.

The swell-rose for the period 19HEi-1988 at DB3 shows

swell advancing from the north, north-west and west 7Ei'; of

the time (expected uniform '!r -. :37.EiI, including 3Ei';; of the

time from the west (expected uniform ':; = 12.51. There is

very little difference in the all-wave-rose (both swell and

wind-sea, i.c.. wind-driven waves) to the swell-rose; this in

dicates that at DB:1 the wind-sea has had little influence on

the swell-rose, despite the difference between the wind-rose

and the swell-rose. The chief difference caused by the inclu

sion of the wind-sea data is a slight but significant increase

in recorded wave height. A period of Ei sec (wave h-ngth of 38

m I was arbitrarily selected as separating swell from wind

sea.

For the whole period 198;j-19HH waves, both swell and

wind-sea, approached the west coast of St. Nin ians Isle from

the south-west. west and north-west :-):3'; of trw t ime. as in

dicated by measurements at DB:1 r from the west :lO'; I. Waves

which approached Shet land from till' north for 20'; of the

time were diffracted hv t he west coast of Shot land so as to

approach St. Ninitm» Isl« from t lu- nort h-wr-st , though weak

enc-d. All thr-s« Wa\'('.'-' wor« diffruct ed and refruct.ed around

51, Ninian» Isl« so as to bre-ak on t he- t ornbnlo. Ove-r t.he me-a

su\ed period, the wavr-. ,11 DB:J t onded to vary bet woe-n a

wave height of 1 m wit h a period of ;j sec r wave If'ngt h of :3H

m I and a height of;l m with a period of 9 sec I wuv« length of

124 m I, anvth ing outside this range bell1g If'sS common

Thus. t.h« wind-sea is n-l.u ivc-lv unimportant relat iv« to t h.

swell at 013:3, partly !wcause th(' wind direct ions arc much

If'S" persistent than swell dirert ion-. l mmcdiau-lv offshore' of

St. ;\'inian'" Isle, tho wind-se-a is of ('V('ll less unport ance d ui:

to the limited fetch for .ill directions from north through e,l,;t

to south. Winds from the north and till' south hav« the max

imum availabl« Iotch of n« mort- 1han 2 km. Measurement on

airphotos ussociau-d with Furur« :-, indicuu- a maximum W ~ \ ' "

length of 9 m for such wind-driven wnvr-» in HlP Ill'ighh<lur

hood of t he tmnholo. Because of their shortr-r w.iv» length,

the wind-driven wan's an' le,ss influe-nced by n-Iruct ion and

therefore approach t h« tnmholo wit h more' rertnliru-ar crest,

than swe-ll-derived diffracted wave's wit h 1he same wavi: nor

mal. While the swell derived diffrnctr-d wavps appronching

the tom bolo always prese-nt t.h» sanu- pat tern of approach, t.h.

wind-driven waves approach from a varir-tv of' directions ac

cording to the current wind dirert ion. If the wind-driven

wan's other than those' approaching from t.lu- west and n'

inforcing the swell have' an effl'c! on the tomho!o. it must be

to create a different water-lint' shupe- to that produced by the

swell-derived waves. Furthermore. it is possible to show by

means of the relntionship Energy Y amplitude X wave length

that the energy exerted by the swell derived waves on the

beach is 1'" times that exerted by the smaller wind driven

waves, where I' is the ratio of the longer wave length to the

shorter wave length and assuming the ratio of the amplitude

to wave length is the same in both cases, This gives from 10

to 40 times more energy from the swell-derived waves in Fig

ure 5.

The strength and direction of the wind, at the time that

the airphotos used for Figure 5 were taken, is not known; but

at the middle of the same day, it was blowing force 4 (Ei to 8

m-sec 1) from the southward and long strings of foam reach

ing down wind in this direction from the cliffs indicates that

the wind had been blowing like this, or more strongly, for

some time. The only waves that result from this wind have

a wave length of 9 m and appear to be of very minor impor

tance on the airphoto, compared with the waves derived by

diffraction from the swell coming from the west. Similarly,

the force 5 to 6 wind (9 to 14 msec 1) blowing from the north

at the time the satellite image was made, has produced

waves, if any, too small to be recorded on the image,

The long term constancy of the form of the tombolo is re

vealed by the similarity of the maps and airphotos of different

dates quoted above. The airphotos show that the shorelines

of the tombolo are parallel to the crests of the swell-derived

waves breaking on it. Visits to the tombolo over many years

have shown t.hese waves to break simultaneously the length

of the tombolo, in equilihrium with it. Therefore, local wind

driven waves have no long term effect on the tornbolo. It is

uppari-nt that the tombolo is dependent on wave energy sup

plied from the westward by the swell and is independent of

locally-created wind-driven waves,

TIlt' notation on the charts of the area shows that the sea

floor is covered bv sand on both sides of the tombolo as far

west as t 11(' deep sea floor. The sand from Ow sea floor has

been swept into St. Ninian's Bay and Bigton Wick, by the

diffracted and refracted swell. to form the tombolo where the

two s('1s of waves meet. This tombolo is the direct result of

wave action on the sea-floor sand and not of currents partlv

controlled bv wave action, as commonly cited for other tom

bolos. Longshore drift. a commonly' cited agent in the for

matron of tom bolos. act s only within this tombolo to maintain

t.he short-line parallel to the CTPSt of the hreaking wave. There

is no macroscopically visible variation in the properties of the

sand Iorminu t.hr- tombolo and no consistently directed long

ShOTT drift

Figurf's 4 and Pi show that the diffracted and refracted

swell from the west controls the shape and orientation of the

other sandy be-aches in the area as closelv as it controls the

tomholo. This control extends to the major sand beaches at

Sum burgh and Quendale r Figure 41 whore the sea is so deep

that rr-Iract ion becomes significant only in the immediat«

neighbourhood ofthe beach. All these beaches, including the

tom bolo have shorelines forming arcs of circles.

Comparison with other tombolos is difficult, because wave

pat terns and underwater topography are never reported, yet

it is the waves which create the tombolo. It is obvious that

longshore drift is an important factor in those tombolos ex

tending out from long shelving beaches; however, it is prob

able that many tombolos attributed to local winds blowing

from either side are instead the result of an onshore swell

being refracted and/or diffracted around an island, with or

without the assistance of longshore drift.
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Ltd., Farnborough. Mr. T.S. Hedges, Dept. of Civil Engineer

ing, University of Liverpool, very kindly gave advice concern

ing wave diffraction and Dr. D.A. Neave of the British Ocean

ographic Centre supplied wave-climate data. The United

Kingdom Offshore Operators Association kindly allowed ac

cess to and citation of confidential wave data obtained from

the DB3 buoy.
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